LATEST DEVELOPMENTS


Using the feedback from the survey published in July, we are proposing key
aims for Turvey’s plan as follows;
 To ensure that Turvey is a sustainable place to live, meeting the needs
of local people by providing a mixed range of new housing
 To protect and enhance the historic and rural environment of the parish



In terms of potential locations for housing development, we have visited all the
sites put forward to the Council and have been talking with landowners and
their agents to understand their ambitions and aspirations for these sites.



We have begun to set out the policy areas that will shape future development
in the village and we are developing criteria for selecting sites, which will be
subject to consultation.



Planning consultant, Urban Vision Enterprise CIC, has been engaged by the
Steering Group to help us to develop our plan and make sure it meets
planning requirements and regulations.

COMING NEXT


The Steering Group is planning to carry out a survey of local businesses to
gather their views about what’s needed to maintain local services and
facilities.



We are organising a ‘’Village Discussion’’ event to talk to people about the
way the plan is shaping up and to provide an opportunity for people to
comment on the policy areas and the draft site selection criteria (for details
see over)



We are arranging for site assessments on all the sites put forward for
development, to be carried out by planning professionals, paid for from the
central government neighbourhood planning programme.



We are planning a further consultation event in the summer when we will be
seeking the views of residents about options and preferred sites for
development.

Turvey Neighbourhood Plan

‘VILLAGE DISCUSSION’
Turvey Village Hall - 10.00 am 17th March 2018
Preferred options for development - how we decide
 this event will provide the opportunity for residents to
help us look at the best way to set the criteria and
policies
 come and have your say about the ideas we’ve had so
far about how to guide decision making
Please book your place using the contact details below

Turvey Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group

COME and Join Us
 The Steering group consists of 4 residents (Jon Arrenberg,
Stuart Lucas, Russell de Ville, Andy Richmond) and 2
Parish Councillors (Tony Smith, Paul Jenkins)
 We would welcome 2 or 3 new members to help us work on
the plan
 You don’t need special skills - anyone with a genuine
interest in the future of Turvey would be welcome
 The group is all male at present and we would like to have
more equal representation
 We would welcome involvement from people living in the
May Road/Norfolk Road area
If you are interested you please contact us by email at;
turveyneighbourhoodplan@btinternet.com
or call Paul Jenkins on 01234 881478

